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ABSTRACT. If H > 0 is the generator of a hypercontractive semigroup

(HCSG), it is known that (H + 1)~'''2 is a bounded operator from Lp to IP,

1 < p < °°.  We prove that (H + 1)~'2 is bounded from L   to the Orlicz space

L   ln"*"L, basing the proof on the uniform semiboundedness of the operator

H + V, for suitable V.  We also prove by an interpolation argument, that

(H + l)-" is bounded from LP to iPXn^L, 2 < p < °°.   Another interpolation

argument shows that (H + 1)~'/2 is bounded from LP(ln+L)m to ¿P(ln+L)m + 1,

2 < p < °° and m a positive integer.   Finally, we identify the topological duals

of the spaces mentioned above.

1. Introduction. The classical Sobolev inequality states (in part) that a real-

valued, square-integrable function on R" whose first partial derivatives are also

square-integrable (with respect to Lebesgue measure) is pth-power integrable, where

1/p = 1/2 - 1/zz [7].

In attempting to extend this result to an infinite-dimensional measure space,

two problems immediately arise. First, as zz —> °°, p —► 2, so less and less infor-

mation is gained.  Secondly, and more importantly, there is no infinite-dimen-

sional analogue to Lebesgue measure. To avoid this second problem, we seek a

version of the  inequality  that holds on a probability  space,  such as

(R, zr_1/2 exp(— x2)dx), that is, the real line with Gaussian measure. Then, the

extension of the result to an arbitrary product of such spaces is relatively direct.

Using this example, it is easy to see that no analogue of Sobolev's inequal-

ity involving only Lebesgue spaces exists. Indeed, given e > 0, there is a function

/such that both /and/' are in L2(R, ■n~V2exp(-x2)dx), but /is not inL2 + e.

However, a version involving Orlicz spaces does exist, namely, if /and /' are in

L2(R, ii~Vlexp(-x2)dx), then not only is l/l2 integrable, but so is l/l2ln l/l [3].

This result, as well as the extensions in §4 appeared in the author's disser-

tation [3].

As will be seen, this result is intimately connected with the theory of hyper-

contractive semigroups [11]. We refer the readers to Logarithmic Sobolev ineqal-
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¡ties by L. Gross [4] where further information concerning this relationship is ob-

tained.

2. Hypercontractive semigroups.

2.1 Definition. Let (M, p) be a probability space and let 77 > 0 be a self-

adjoint operator (not necessarily bounded) on 72(Af, dp). Then {exp(-r77)}i>0

is a hypercontractive semigroup (HCSG) iff:

(i) exp(-f77): LX(M, dp) -^LX(M, dp) is a contraction for all t > 0.

(ii) For some T > 0, exp(- 777) is bounded from L2(M, dp) to L4(M, dp).

This T is denoted 7(77) whenever confusion could occur [11].

In this paper we assume that exp(- r77) is also positivity preserving.

2.2 Proposition . Let exp(- tH) be a HCSG.  Then:

(i) exp(- r77) is a contraction on LP(M, dp), 1 < p < °°, for all t > 0.

(ii) Given 1 < a < b < °°, there are positive constants Ta b and C such that

Wexp(-tH)ii\\D<CH\\a

for all i// £ Lq', for all t> Tab, and all p, q satisfying a <p, q <b.

Proof. See [11].

The following theorem of Segal ([10] and [11]) provides information on the

behavior of exp(-r77) for t near 0.

2.3 Proposition. Let {exp(-tH)}t>0 be a HCSG. For X > 0, and t > 0,

define p(t, X)- x = 1/2 - rX. 77ien there exist positive constants Cand X depending

only on 77 such that

llexp(-i77)^llp(fA)<Cfll^ll2

for all \pGL2 and all t < T(H).

Proof. Consider the function f(z) = exp(- z77) defined in 0 < Re(z) < T.

f is continuous in the closed strip and analytic in its interior. If \¡j G L2 and

Re(z) = 0, Wf(z)\p\\2 < lli//ll2 by Proposition 2.2. If Re(z) = T, then ll/(z)<//ll4 <

C\\<p\\2 where C is the bound on exp(- r77) as an operator from L2 to T,4.  It fol-

lows then from the Stein interpolation theorem [12] that for 0 < t < T,

\\f(t)4>Wp <At\\ip\\2 where 1/p = (1 -t/T)/2 + (t/T)l4 and At = Cf. Setting

X = 1/(47) gives the desired result.

In the following, we assume wJ.o.g. that O 1.

Another theorem from Simon and Hoegh-Krohn's paper that we will use is:

2.4 Proposition. 7er 77 be the generator of a HCSG. Then there exist real
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numbers, S, E, and m, dependent only on 77, such that for all V in L°°,

(*) \\exp(-S(H + V))\p\\2 </illexp(-Sr)llm lli//ll2.

Proof. See [11].

2.5 Proposition . Let 77 be the generator of a HCSG.   Then the operator

(77 + l)-,/2 is bounded from L°° to L°°.

Proof. It will be sufficient to show that (H + l)~Vl is bounded as an op-

erator from Ll to L1 and use the fact that it is selfadjoint. Consider the weak

integral

(77 + 1)-* = -±= f~exp(- t(H + l))f * dt.

LetuGL1. Since t —► exp(- tH)u is continuous from R to Ll,

11(77+ \)-l/lu\\x = -j: Jm /o°°exp(-r(77+ l))urVldt

< 4= /„" L lexp(- «p+i»MlrH **
yjTi J 0     JM

dp

I -~ Biilli/'expC-Or*4* = Mv

The result follows from the selfadjointness of (77 + l)~Vl.

3. The operator 77 + V. Let' 77 be the generator of a HCSG and let F be a

real function in L°°. By Proposition 2.4, there exist constants S, E, and zzz, inde-

pendent of V such that (*) holds. Thus, - 2S(H + V) < InE + lnllexp(-5K)llm,

and for <// in V(H) n V(V),

<(77 + V)\¡/, \¡t) > ~(l/2S)(lnE + InllexpC"51^)11^)11 t^ll2.

Now let Vbe any real function such that exp(-SV) is in Lm and set

Vn

\V,       \V\<n,

\n,       \V\>n.

Since all the Vn are in L°°,

<(77 + V„)4t, M > "¿OnTf + lnllexp(-SK„)IIJII^II2,      i¡, G V(H) n V(V).

As zz -* °°, <(/7 + Vn)4/, i//> —► <(/7 + K)0, i//> and lnllexp(-SF„)Hm -*
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lnllexp(-SF)Hm> by the Dominated Convergence Theorem [5]. Thus, for real V

such that exp (-ST) G7m,

/  V\i¡i\2du < {Hii, ill) + ¿(InF + lnllexp(-5K)llm)lli//ll2.
M ¿o

This result can be placed in an Orlicz space context. We list briefly the

facts we use concerning Orlicz spaces.  For proofs and more extensive coverage,

see [1], [3], [6], [8], [13], and [14].

If $(x) is a Young's function (i.e., the integral of a positive convex function

on [0, °°) with 4>(0) = 0), the Orlicz space 7$ is the collection of all functions

satisfying

HmII^ = infix > 0:  fM *(y) dp < lj- < ».

II-11$ is a norm, and equipped with this norm, 7$ is a Banach space.  If the con-

stant 1 in the definition of ll-ll^ is changed to any other positive real, the result

is a norm equivalent to II   11$.  If ^ is the Young's complement to <!>, a norm

equivalent to II   11$ is

II«!!!,!, = sup {fM\u\-\v\du},

where the supremum is taken over all v satisfying fMty(\v\)du < 1.

If there exist positive constants M and x0 such that x> x0 implies <i>(2;c) <

M<b(x), then $ is said to satisfy the A2-condition.  (This definition uses the fact

that M is a probability space.  For nonfinite measure spaces a variation is neces-

sary.)  If both <i> and its Young's complement ^ satisfy the A2-condition (as in

the case $(x) = xp, p > 1), then 7$ is reflexive with dual space Ly. Interest-

ingly, if 7,$ has the norm II 11$, then the operator norm on L^ is III 111^.

It is usually difficult or impossible to find a closed expression for the

Young's complement to a given 3>. However, it may be possible to "perturb" i>

so the Orlicz space generated by the new function is the same as that generated

by the original (with perhaps a different but equivalent norm), but the Young's

complement of the new function is easily calculated.  One such perturbation is:

3.1 Proposition. 7/<i> is a Young's function satisfying the A2-condition and

T is a nonnegative function such that

(i) $ + T is a Young's function,

(ii) lim^r(x)/<I>(x) = 0,

then 7$ = 7$ + r (i.e., the sets of functions are the same and the norms II-11$

and IHI$+r are equivalent).
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Proof. The proof is computational and follows easily from the definitions.

Using the above, the following results are easily obtained.  For x > 1, set

ln+jc = In x, and let it be zero otherwise.  For p > 2, m > 0, denote the Orlicz

space with generator xp(ln+x)m by Lp(ln+L)m and its norm by IHLm. The

dual to Z,p(ln+Z,)m is denoted Lq/(ln+L)qm/p, lip + Uq « 1. This is the space

of all functions \p satisfying fM(\\¡/\q/[l + ln+ \\p\fm/p)du < «. The norm

mq,-qmlp is defined by

®^—dp A
M [k + ln+(\4l\/\)fmlp \

^K-qm/p = infix > 0 /.

where % = max(l, qmlp). £ is used purely to simplify calculations.  Also, the

dual to 7-(ln+L) is the set of those functions V satisfying, for some fixed a > 1,

<°°.lFllf_l =inf|x>0: /Mexp(alH/X)</p > 1>

Changing a produces a different but equivalent norm.

3.2 Theorem. (H + l)~Vl is a bounded operator from L2 to L2 m+L.

Proof. By the remarks at the beginning of this section, if u is in

V(H) n V(V), and V is such that fMexp(mS\V\)dp<l, then

JV\u\2 dp < (Hu, u) + ((\l2S)lnE)\\u\\2.

Thus, by the definition of L m+L, u2 is in L ln+L with

\\u2\\\XtX <{Hu, u) 4- ((l/2S)lnF)IMI2.

Since III* III j! is equivalent to l*lltl, we write by an abuse of notation,

Wu2\\x>x <{Hu,u) + ((l^ln/J)!!«!!2.

IÎN> llM2llltl, then

jm N

If the definition of II

N

'2,1

dp< 1,    or,    JJ M

IS

2,1 = inf<X>0: JM

y/Ñ

ln+

ln+
y/N

dp<-2.

cip<2  '
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it then follows that «2 £ 7 ln+7 implies « £ 72 ln+7, and llwll2(, < Till«211,^.

K is a constant arising from the substitute of equivalent norms.

Thus, for « in V(H) n V(V),

Hull2, <<77«, «> + ((l/25)lnF)ll«ll2.

An examination of the proof of Proposition 2.4 shows that F can be chosen so

(1/25) In F = 1. We assume that this has been done. Since u in P(77) n V(V) is

dense in the domain of 77 + 1, we can say « £ V(H + 1) implies u G L2 ln+7,

and l«I|f, < <(77 + 1)», «>. Since £>(77 + 1) is dense in V((H + l)Vl), it follows

that for vG V((H + l)Vi), Hull2 . < 11(77 + l)%ull2. Setting/= (77 + l)Vlv com-

pletes the proof.

We note that part of the method used in the preceding proof yields the fol-

lowing corollary.  For any selfadjoint operator A on a Hubert space, we write

Q(A) = V((A*A)V') for its form domain.

3.3 Corollary. 7er H be a nonnegative selfadjoint operator in L2(p).

Assume there is a strictly positive constant a such that for real function V satis-

fying fM expía I Pi) ¿p. <°°we have (&V) D £(77).  77zen (77 + L)~Vl is a bounded

operator from L2 to L2 ln+7.

Proof. If fM exp(a I V\) dp < °°, then by assumption, for any / in the do-

main of (77 + l)Vl,fM\\V\V2f\2dp<°°.   Thatis,/MlFll/l2iip.<°°. Thus l/l2 is

in 7 ln+7, and / is in T,2 ln+7. Hence the range of (77 + l)~Vl is contained in

72 ln+7. Since (77 + l)~Vl is bounded from 72 to 72, one sees that it is closed

as an operator from T,2 to L2 ln+7, and therefore is bounded from 72 to 72 ln+7

by the Closed Graph Theorem.

3.4 Remark. The hypothesis Q(V) D Q(H) is natural in the context of

questions concerning the semiboundedness of 77 + V (form sum) which underlie

Theorem 3.2.

4. Interpolation and extension. To study the action of (77 + l)~*/2 and its

iterations on Lp spaces for p > 2, we rely heavily on the techniques in Calderón's

paper [2]. We state briefly those results that we will use.

If B0 and 7?, are complex Banach spaces continuously embedded in a

TVS V (such a pair of spaces is called an interpolation pair), then there is a

Banach space denoted Bs or [B0,BX ]s interpolated between B0 and 7?, in the fol-

lowing sense:

4.1 Proposition. Let (B0,BX) and (C0, Cx) be two interpolation pairs and

let L: B0 + Bx —> C0 + C, be a linear mapping such that x G B¡ implies Lx G C¡

and \\Lx\\c. < Af,-lblls.  (i = 0, 1).  Then xGBs implies Lx G Cs and \\Lx\\c <

Mx-sM\\\x\\B .
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Proof. See [2].

Unfortunately, it is rarely easy to identify the intermediate spaces, so the

equivalence of this method and another, where the identification is direct, is

shown. Let X be a Banach lattice (i.e., a Banach space of functions measurable

over some measure space M with the property that / G X, \g(x)\ < \f(x)\ a.e. im-

plies g G X and llgll^ < \\f\\x). Let <p(x, t) be, for each x G X,a concave increas-

ing function on [0, °°) vanishing at 0. Then the collection (p(X) of all measurable

functionsg(x) satisfying \g(x)\ < X0(x, l/Qc)l) a.e. for some/G X, \lf\\x < 1 and

some X > 0 is itself a Banach lattice, with norm the infimum of all X for which

such an inequality holds. In particular, if X = LX(M) and <p(x, t) = <p(t) is the

inverse of some Young's function $, then 4>(X) is the Orlicz space L<¡,.

Also, if X0 and Xx are Banach lattices and 0 < s < 1, then the collection

^(j-^! of measurable functions h(x) satisfying 1Tz(jc)1 < h\f0(x)\x~s\fx(x)\s a.e.

for some /• G X¡, Il/Il,- < 1 (i = 0, 1) and some X > 0 is again a Banach lattice

with norm defined as in <i>(X). If <¡>0(x, t) and <t>x(x, t) are as above and A' is a

Banach lattice, then (<t>x0~s<t>sx)(X) is the same as (<p0(X))x~s(4>x(X)y.

Finally, if B is a Banach space and X a Banach lattice on M, then X(B), the

class of all 5-valued measurable functions f(x) with Wf(x)\\B G X is a Banach space

with norm ifix(B) = ll(ll/(x)lls)ll^.

4.2 Proposition. Let (B0,BX) be an interpolation pair and X0, Xx be two

Banach lattices.   Then X0(B0) and XX(BX) are continuously embedded in

(X0 + XX)(B0 + Bx). IfX = X¿~SX\ and B = [B0, Bx ]s, then

[X0(B0),XX(BX)]S = X(B),

provided X has the dominated convergence property (i.e., fG X, \fn\ < l/l a.e.

and fn —► 0 a.e. implies WfnWx —► 0).

Proof. See [2].

All the spaces dealt with here have the dominated convergence property.

4.3 Theorem. (H + \)~Vl is bounded from LP to LP ln+Z, /or 2 < p < °°.

Proof. It is enough to show that LP and LP ln+Z, are spaces of the form

[X0(B0), XX(BX)]S and the results will follow by Propositions 25, 3.2, 4.1, and

4.2.

Let B0 = Bx = C, the complex numbers; then Bs = C, 0 < s < 1.  Let

0j(f) be the function inverse to L2 ln+L, so ((t>x(Lx))(B0) is the Orlicz space

L2 ln+L. Let 0„(O) = 0 and ̂ (f) = 1, t > 0. Then (^(L1))^) = L°°. The

function <ps(t) = <p\-s(tyt>l,(t) is inverse to (1/(1 -s))t2lix-^ln+L, which generates
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the Orlicz space 7,2/(1_i>ln+7. Thus,

[(<t>x(Lx))(B0), (0-(71))(F1)L = (0f(7,))(Fs) = 72/(1-*>ln+7.

In the same manner the space so interpolated between 72 and 7°° is72/(1-i)

and the result follows.

4.4 Theorem. (77 + 1)_,/2 is bounded from Lql(ln+L)q/p to Lq for 1 <

q <2, 1/p + l/q = 1.

Proof. (77 + l)"'72 is selfadjoint, Lq is the dual of IP and 79/(ln+7)<?/p is

the dual of 7p(ln+¿) in the pairing (/ g) —* fMfgdp.

To study the action of iterations of (77 + 1)_!/2 on Lp, we first examine its

behavior on spaces of the form 72(ln+7)m, m a positive integer, and then inter-

polate as before. For convenience we denote (77 + l)-,/2 by T.

4.5 Lemma . 7er / be a positive integer and let h be in L2/(ln+L)2'. Then

there exists g in L2 such that h = g(ln\g\)t and \\g\\2 < 7Cllnll2 _2/-, where K is a

constant depending only on j.

Proof. Define g by the equation h = g(ln\g\)', choosing, for a given value

of h(x), the larger of the two possible values for g if ambiguity exists. To show

the 7,2-norm of g is dominated by the 72/(ln+7)2/-norm of h, notice first that

ty(x) = x2l(2j + ln+;c)2/ has the A2-property with M = 4. Choose m so large

that 2m~x < \\h\\2 _2) < 2m. Then, since V is increasing, fMV(\h\/2m) dp < 1,

and thus by repeated application of the A2-property, /M^(l«l) du < 4m. Thus,

r Wnlgl)2' r lgl2(lnWf-^<4".

M [2/ +0 + l)lnlsl]2/   ' M [2/ 4- ln+(g(ln\g\)i)]2¡

The first integral in the above is less than a constant times fM \g\2 dp, the con-

stant depending only on/. Therefore,

I|g02 <k(j)2m =2k(j)2m~x <2k(j)\\h\\2i_2¡.

We now prove that T is bounded as an operator from L2(ln+L)n to

72(ln+7)" + 1, n a positive integer. The proof is in two parts.

4.6 Theorem. Let n> 1 be an integer. Then T is bounded as an operator

fromL2(ln+L)2"-x to 72(ln+7)2".

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Let /be a positive simple function

in 72(ln+7,) and g a positive simple function in 72. Consider the complex func-

tion
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BZ(J, g) =   L 2̂-2z\ )(g2z)dp.

Bz(f> S) is analytic in 0 < Re(z) < 1 and continuous in 0 < Re(z) < 1. Further-

more, \Bit(f, g)\ <JT(f2)dp. (We use here the fact that T is positivity-preserving,

which follows from the hypotheses that exp(-tH) is, and from the weak-integral

representation of (77 + 1)~1/4.) Since/is in Z,2(ln+7), f2 is in Lx and \\f2\\x <

ll/ll2(1(t?2 + 1).  Since T is bounded on Lx, \Bit(f, g)\ <K\\f\\\tX, where K is a

constant. Similarly, 15, +it(f g)\ < L \\g\\2. Thus, by the Three Lines Theorem [8],

\Bs+it(f,g)\<Kx-sLs\\f\\2(;xx-°'>\\g\\2s 0<s<l.

Assuming wl.o.g. that both ll/H2>1 and \\g\\ are greater than 1, we can write

\B2(f, g)\ < M\\ß\<x ll^ll2 for 0 < Re(z) < 1. It follows by the Cauchy estimates

[9] that a similar bound, with a different constant, holds for all the derivatives of

BZ(S, g) also, in particular B'Vî(f, g).

J/rn/ln/)(?) dp + 2) T(f)(g Ing) dp,'M

SO

fMT(f)(g Ing) dp < \ \B[A(f, g)\ + fMT(f In f)g dp.

The first term on the RHS of the above inequality is dominated by a constant

times ll/ll| j llgll2. Since /is inT,2 InL, /In/is in 7,2/(ln+Z,)and it is easy to

show that ll/ln/ll2 _! < B/12,i- Since T x% selfadjoint, T(f In f) is thus in T,2,

and \\T(flnf)\\ <¿ll/ln/ll2i_'1 <Klft2tl. Thus the second term on the RHS

is dominated by All/ll2il llgll, where A is a constant. Thus,

¡MT(f)g In g dp < constant 11/11 ¡^ Wgf

Now let h be a simple positive function in 7,2/(ln+Z,)2. By Lemma 4.5, there is

a positive function g in L2 with h = g Ing, and llgll < K\\h\\2 _2. Using this h in

the above result, we obtain

fMT(f)hdp

and so by homogeneity,

constant 11/11 ¡^ llzzll|_2,

< constant 11/112 x ll/zll2_
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This result extends to all simple functions by appealing to the fact that T is pos-

itivity-preserving, and to all functions in 7,2(ln+7) and 7,2/(ln+7,)2 by observing

that the simple functions are dense in both spaces. Since 7,2/(ln+¿)2 is the dual

of 72(ln+7)2, it follows that T is bounded from 72 ln+7 to 72(ln+7)2, and thus

the base step of the induction is completed.

Now assume that T is bounded from 72(ln+7)2/-1 to 72(ln+7)2/,/ = 1,

2,3, ... ,n- I. Let /be a positive simple function in 72(ln+7)2"-1 and let g

be a positive simple function in 72. Consider the nth derivative of Bz(f, g):

B?>(f,g) = 2" t(- lyr) SMT(f2-2z(\nf)i)g2z{^g)n-i dp.

As before, we examine B$\f, g). Since / is in 72(ln+7,)2"-1, f2 is in 71, and

as before, the ¿'-norm of/2 is bounded by a power of the 72(ln+7)2"_1-norm

of/. Thus, again via the Three Lines Theorem and the Cauchy estimates [9], we

have \B[/^(f, g)\ < constant ll/ll2 2„_, llgll2, where a is a constant depending only

on n. We will show that'all terms except the / = 0 term on the RHS of the equa-

tion for ß("\f, g) are similarly dominated, and thus the / = 0 term must be also.

Then, setting h = g(lng)n, as before, h G L2l(ln+L)2n and ll^ll < 7Cllnll2_2n, we

will have shown

f
J T(f)hdp < constant lfü^t2n-i W\2_2n

and as above, this will establish that T is bounded from 72(ln+7)2"-1 to

72(ln+7)2", again appealing to the positivity-preserving property of T. Now, let

0 </ < n. Since /is in 72(ln+7)2""1, /(In/)'' is in 72(ln+7)2("-»-1, with

^f(}^ f)'^2,2(n-j)-i ^ constant H/H2>2„_i, where 7 is a constant independent of/.

By the induction hypothesis,

llF(/(ln/y)ll2i2(„_,-) < constant Wf(\nf)'\\2Mn_n_x.

Also, since g is in 72,^(ln^)"-' is in 72/(ln+7)2<"->>, and IWn^)"-/|l2)_2(„_/) <

constant ll^ll2. Therefore, since 72(ln+7)2("_/) is the dual to 72(ln+7)2("_'),

fMT(f(lnf)i)g(lng)"-i dp < constant H/IIJ2n-i l^ll2>

and so by the previous remarks, the theorem is proven.

Finally, using an interpolation argument, we show T is bounded as an op-

erator from 72(ln+7)2" to 72(ln+7)2" + '.

4.7 Theorem. Fis bounded from 72(ln+7)2" to 72(ln+7)2" + 1 for n a

positive integer.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.6, T is bounded from L2(ln+Z,)2"-1 to L2(ln+L)2n

and from 7,2(ln+¿)2"+ ' to ¿2(ln+Z,)2" + 2. We proceed as in the proof of Theo-

rem 4.3.  Let

#o(0 " V^A54ln tíZn~1     and    *i(0 = Vt/VÁlnt]2n+x.

The inverses of <pQ and <¡>x generate the Orlicz spaces L2(ln+L)2n~x and

L2(ln+L)2n~x. Then

*,(0 - *o"*(í)«í(0 = y/t/VAlntfí»^-1.

Setting s = M gives the function inverse to a generator of ¿2(ln+¿)2". An almost

identical argument shows that the space interpolated between Z,2(ln+L)2" and

Z,2(ln+7,)2"+2 is L2(ln+L)2n+X. The remainder of the proof is exactly the same

as that of Theorem 4.3.

5. Extensions.

5.1 Theorem, ¿er p < 2 and let m be a positive integer.   Then T is bound-

ed from Lp(ln+L)m to Lp(ln+L)m + X.

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.3.

5.2 Theorem. Let p > 2, zzz a positive integer, and lip + llq = 1.  77zezz

Tis bounded from Lq/(ln+L)q(-m + x)/p to Lq/(ln+L)qm/p.

Proof. The dual of 7,p(ln+Z,)m is Lq/(ln+L)qm/p, that of Lp(ln+L)m + X

is Lq/(ln+L)q(-m + x)/p, and T is selfadjoint.

5.3 Corollary. Ifk is a nonnegative integer, then Tk is bounded from

Lp(ln+L)m to Lp(ln+L)m+k and from Lq/(ln+L)q(-m+k)/p to Lq/(ln+L)qm/p,

where p>2, l/p + 1/q = I, and m a positive integer.

Proof. The result follows by repeated applications of Theorem 5.1 and

Theorem 5.2.
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